Abstract
Under apartheid, district surgeons, as state-employed doctors, have been
particularly vilified, largely for their roles in treating detainees and political prisoners. This article presents interview-based research on district
surgeons, focusing particularly on how they understood their work in situations of dual obligation. Three main themes emerged. First, dual obligation created structural constraints but also demanded ongoing negotiation and choice. Second, district surgeons operated as uncritical "cogs"
in the apartheid machine, failing to engage with in the broader sociopolitical context in which they worked. Third, surgeons' work was made
more difficult because they were pressured to collude in a system that
facilitated human rights abuse. The article concludes by suggesting that
doctors who work in situations of dual obligation should have access to
training and active institutional support.
Sous le regime de l'apartheid, les directeurs de la sante de district, en
tant que m6decins employes par l'Etat, ont 6te particulierement
vilipendes, en grande partie a cause de leurs r6les dans le traitement des
detenus et des prisonniers politiques. Cet article presente une recherche,
basee sur des entretiens avec des directeurs de la sante de district, qui
porte en particulier sur la fa9on dont ils comprenaient leur travail dans
des situations caracterisees par une double responsabilite. Trois themes
principaux sont apparus: premkrement, cette double responsabilite a
non seulement cree des contraintes structurelles, mais egalement la
necessite de faire des choix et de negocier continuellement; deuxiemement, les directeurs de la sante de district ont joue un r6le de <rouagex.
non critique dans la machine de l'apartheid, et ils n'ont pas participe au
contexte socio-politique dans lequel ils travaillaient; troisiemement, le
travail des medecins a ete rendu plus difficile par le fait qu'ils etaient
forces de collaborer avec un systeme qui facilitait les abus des droits
humains. L'article termine en suggerant que les medecins travaillant
dans des situations caracterisees par une double responsabilite aient
Bajo apartheid, los cirujanos de distrito, como medicos empleados por el
estado, fueron especialmente vilipendiados, en gran medida debido a sus
papeles al tratar a los detenidos y prisioneros politicos. Este articulo presenta una investigacion basada en entrevistas con los cirujanos de distrito
y se concentra sobre todo en la forma en que entendieron su trabajo en
situaciones de doble obligaci6n. Surgieron tres temas principales: en
primer lugar, la doble obligacion cre6 limitaciones estructurales, pero
tambien exigi6 negociaciones y decisiones continuas. En segundo lugar,
los cirujanos de distrito operaron como "piezas del mecanismo" no criticas en la maquina de apartheid, optando por no participar en el contexto
socio polftico en el que trabajaban. En tercer lugar, el trabajo de los cirujanos se hizo mas dificilpuesto que se vieron obligados a confabularse con
un sistema que propicib el abuso de los derechos humanos. El articulo
concluye sugiriendo que se deberfa dar capacitacion y apoyo institucional
activo a los medicos que trabajan en situaciones de doble obligaci6n.
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A Case Study of Dual Obligations
Paul Gready and Jeanelle de Gruchy

I think that as a group [district surgeons] let detainees down
badly.
-George

Bizos

In the situation as a district surgeon, I very often felt, "I know
what's best for the patient, I know what is best for me-will it be
the best for the authorities?" And that worried me.... I thought
I wasn't free. I was independent but I wasn't free....
-anonymous

C

district surgeon

entralto SouthAfrica'sdemocratictransformation

have been attempts to understand how and why human
rights abuses were committed under apartheid. The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) convened Health
Sector Hearings in June 1997 to explore how decades of systematic "racial discrimination had shaped South Africa's
health services and how the health sector contributed to
widespread abuses of human rights under apartheid.", In its
final report, the TRC found that the health sector's apathy,
acceptance of the status quo, and acts of omission helped
create an environment in which the health of millions of
South Africans was neglected, if not actively compromised,
and in which violations of moral and ethical codes of practice were frequent, facilitating violations of human rights.2
District surgeons were state-employed doctors, serving
in a full- or part-time capacity, whose work combined
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medico-legal duties with seeing patients. Their responsibilities included health care and medico-legal responsibilities
for detainees and prisoners. For at least some of the
apartheid era, they also provided medical care for certain
state employees (recruits to the public service, the police,
the army, and the Department of Prisons). A certain stigma
and low status were attached to the role of district surgeon,
both within and outside of the medical profession. This was
in part due to the perception that doctors who were "older,"
"worked out," "maybe had a problem," or those who
"[couldn't]make a living outside" usually became full-time
district surgeons.
District surgeons have also been vilified as willing
agents of the apartheid system, chiefly for their role in the
treatment of detainees and political prisoners, among them
Steve Biko, whose detention and subsequent death provided
a well-publicized case of professional misconduct.3 These
doctors were the visible tip of the iceberg and have been
accused of both active and passive participation in human
rights abuses because they carried out examinations in the
presence of security police, violated patient confidentiality,
conducted cursory examinations that failed to investigate or
detect signs of abuse or illness, misdiagnosed conditions and
illnesses, provided inadequate or inappropriate treatment,
issued misleading and inadequate medical and post-mortem
reports, gave false testimony in court hearings, failed to
intervene and stop or even to report abuse, did not follow up
on complaints or speak out against inhuman practices, and
so on.4 Despite the opportunity affordedby the TRC to deal
publicly with this legacy, district surgeons and their testimonies were largely absent from the Health Sector
Hearings. Their views about their own role during apartheid
remained unknown.
This article presents research on the views and perspectives of district surgeons themselves. In particular, it focuses on how district surgeons understood their custodial work
in situations of conflicting or dual obligations to their
patients and to their employers-the apartheid state.5 As
discussed in the conclusion, such a study pertains to South
Africa today and also has international implications and rel114
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evance. We hope to contribute to a greater understanding of
dual obligations and medical complicity in human rights
abuse, as well as to discussions on the development of
mechanisms to minimize and manage conflicts of interest
for health professionals working in custodial situations and
in other settings of dual loyalties so that human rights may
be safeguarded.Among the important initiatives in this area
are guidelines and strategies on how to resolve the problem
of dual loyalty and human rights in health practice released
in March 2003 by an international working group convened
by Physicians for Human Rights and University of Cape
Town, Health Sciences Faculty.6

Researching Dual Obligations
To gain insight into how district surgeons understood
their work with detainees and prisoners during apartheid, in
January 1999 a collaborative research team conducted indepth, semi-structured interviews with district surgeons in
Cape Town and Johannesburg, as well as in nearby semirural towns.7 A total of 18 people were interviewed, of
whom 15 were men and 3 women, 16 white and 2 black.
These numbers are broadly demographically representative
of the profile of district surgeons in apartheid South Africa.
Pseudonyms, chosen to indicate the interviewee's background, were used to maintain anonymity. Five additional
interviews were conducted with key informants. These
informants' actual names have been used because they
occupied official positions or had taken a public stand on
the issues discussed here. They are identified by the word
"interview."8 The data were analyzed using qualitative
methods, with an emphasis on distilling dominant themes
and arguments.
A key issue raised by the research is that of dual obligations. Dual obligations can refer to particular work situations in which demands made on health professionals conflict with their medical loyalties. Although health professionals' first and foremost obligation is to their patients,
there can be overriding imperatives and pressures to comply
with other demands or agencies, notably an employer,
which, in this case, was often the state. Practitioners' conHEALTHAND HUMAN RIGHTS
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duct is of particular concern in situations where serving the
interests of the employer/state infringes on the human
rights of patients. Although the focus here is on doctors,
dual obligations affect a range of health practitioners.
Custodial contexts provide a stark case study of the
dual obligations dilemma. In South Africa, district surgeons-medical professionals whose calling is to care and
heal-worked within a legislative and institutional system
controlled by state personnel who were primarily concerned
with security and punishment. Torture was also widespread, and district surgeons, along with magistrates, were
responsible for overseeing a complaints-and-safeguard system that purportedly protected detainees.9 Detainees, however, received no legal protection and were therefore particularly vulnerable. The power dynamic central to dual obligations was here made visible in a particularly stark manner. Three main themes created by dual obligations emerged
from this research:
*
*
*

Dual obligations created structural constraints but also
demanded ongoing negotiation and choice.
District surgeons operated as uncritical "cogs" in the
apartheid machine.
District surgeons' work was made more difficult
because they were pressured to collude in a system that
facilitated human rights abuses.

Structural Constraints and Ongoing Negotiation and
Choice
Dual obligations in the context of apartheid resulted
from an allegiance to, and structural position within, the
state. Links were forged through a shared world view, as
well as through the employee-employer contract. But district surgeons also revealed that their position required
ongoing negotiation and choices. It therefore involved, however unconsciously, a degree of individual agency. To complicate the situation further, a chosen identity and self-perception had to be set against the expectations of a range of
others. In summary, being a district surgeon meant engaging
with both constraints and choices, set within a particular
116
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context of structures, attitudes, relationships, and agencies.
The concept of dual obligations was either poorly
understood or unfamiliar, and therefore unacknowledged,
by the majority of district surgeons interviewed for this
study. Wendy Orr, a physician and one of the key informants, stated: "Many district surgeons, I'm sure, don't even
see themselves as having dual obligations or, even if they
are aware of conflicting loyalties, can't articulate that conflict clearly" (interview). In part this was because dual obligations in apartheid South Africa was more than simply an
employment-based affiliation with the state; it was rooted
in a broader, ideological world view:
Apartheidand racism informed the way in which doctors
practiced. Health care was a privilege, not a right. Black
people were seen to be less deserving of this privilege.
Many district surgeons had the attitude that prisoners
and detainees were lucky to get any health care at all.
Interview with Wendy Orr
For many district surgeons, detainees and prisoners
were viewed through a prevailing apartheid mind-set dominated by racism and the concern for "security." Confusion
about whether they answered to the Department of Health
or the Department of Prisons (later the Department of
Correctional Services) perpetuated this view, as did interactions with those working in custodial services. For the most
part, district surgeons regarded detainees and prisoners as
enemies of the state and a threat to "law and order" rather
than individuals whose care and well-being should have
even
been a doctor's primary concern. Interestingly,
Mafenya, a black district surgeon who had worked in a forantiapartheid,
mer homeland and was ideologically
described how his attitude was initially shaped by the culture of the prisons and society's dehumanization of common-law prisoners, rather than by professional ethics:10
Empathy was needed, it was not just a job. But I had
never been introduced to the victim's side. I initially
adopted the same attitude as the prison warders and
authorities due to a lack of awareness [emphasis added].
But through the experience of coming across people I
knew socially, I opened my eyes to see them as human
HEALTH AND HUMAN
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beings. Society's perception is that if anyone is in prison
they are a criminal. When I thought of a criminal I
thought of a murderer.By the time I saw politicals, I had
the benefit of hindsight from my previous mistakes and
attitudes. Mafenya
The challenges posed by dual obligations, here in the
form of something as seemingly innocent as "a lack of
awareness," become apparent. Without other influences,
siding with the state, even for a black district surgeon,
seemed not only the easiest but also the most obvious, natural thing to do. This seems to indicate that medical training did not emphasize clearly the importance of treating all
patients with respect. Mafenya's comments do, however,
demonstrate the importance of reflection in changing one's
attitudes. Here medical training, societal attitudes, and
institutional culture all contributed to a world view in
which human rights played no part-a view that had to be
refocused and fought against. Contradictions between world
views and relationships ultimately led to different choices.
The prevailing influence of apartheid and public servants' status inevitably affected district surgeons' attitudes
and behavior, as well as how others perceived them.
Secondary literature on torture, autobiographical accounts,
and interviews cited in this article reveal that district surgeons were seen as part of the state system and therefore
distrusted, particularly by detainees and prisoners.11,12 In
short, they were regarded as part of the security apparatus, a
work situation that was undoubtedly difficult. These doctors were well-treated by their employers and the security
establishment but were treated with hostility by those they
were supposedly trying to help (Orr interview). Although
the majority of district surgeons interviewed described their
relationships with detainees and prisoners favorably, some
acknowledged patients' hostility toward them:
Yes I think that we were [greeted with hostility by
detainees] because . . . you know we were sort of classi-

fied as members of the police. Louw
As I say, the main thing is that, those detainees, they
didn't trust you, they still don't trust you, they still
think you are part of the regime. Claasen
118
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Several respondents spoke of encountering negative
reactions but described them as something they attempted
to, or that could be, overcome:
If I [were in] their shoes ... my perception would have
been the same....

I would think, "He's a puppet of the

government." So that didn't worry me much. And I
thought that in my attitude towards the detainee, "I'm
going to prove to him that I'm on his side as far as his
medical condition is concerned." Claasen
You could sometimes see from the way they looked at
you, in the eyes, that detainees were suspicious. But you
soon overcame that. Pienaar

Sometimes district surgeons openly supported their
patients in more political terms. Two black district surgeons described their ideological alliances with the communities fighting apartheid:
My response was not ambivalent....

I felt I had to do

my best for them, had to be sympathetic, politically and
emotionally on the side of the detainees. Mafenya
We were always trying to show them [we] were "one of
them" and not on the other side....

And this I think

showed the community that they could trust us and
that we were not part of the so-called system. facobs
Both doctors did, however, encounter difficulties in
communities that were at once suspicious and demanding
of them. Unlike white district surgeons, their black counterparts generally lived in these communities. They were
caught between the state and the community in ways not
experienced by white surgeons and felt they had to continually prove themselves and their political credentials:
Once or twice when detainees . . . were released and

they had been tortured, and then I'd go and visit them,
the family was very upset .. . looking at me, you know,
"What are you doing? Why couldn't you have stopped
this?" ... "What are you going to do about it?" This was

always their last sentence.... I'd explain ... we had limited channels....

And eventually they understood that

at the end of the day our hands were also tied ... but we
HEALTH AND HUMAN
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were using whatever authority we had to the maximum
... and I think that satisfied them. facobs

Some were hostile because they saw me as a state doctor....

I expected this reaction....

Some refused to co-

operate at all.... With the community I had to continually prove my credentials. When local people were
detained, there was a general feeling [that] .

.

. I must

have wielded more power than I did. Therefore, I was
seen as not doing enough. It was frustrating.... The hostility never quite surfaced

. . .

[but I] sensed it, heard

rumors. Mafenya
Here, then, is a sense that while district surgeons' powers and options were limited, the constraints imposed by a
hostile reception from detainees and communities could at
least be reduced by individual actions. The previously cited
comments from Mafenya and Jacobs indicate that the nexus
of attitudes, relationships, and agency for black district surgeons both overlapped with and diverged from that of their
white counterparts. Dual obligations in the previous examples extended to include the state on the one hand and the
patient and community on the other, with the district surgeon caught between competing external expectations.
District surgeons who were interviewed for the most
part reported that they had good relations with the security
police and with those in other branches of the state. "We got
on pretty well, most of the time" (Goldstein) was a typical
response. Most of the district surgeons appeared to feel that
they had cooperative working relationships, that their wishes were respected, and that differences of opinion were
resolved in a "gentlemanly manner" (Claasen). Only three
interviewees spoke of conflict and hostility in their relationships with state officials; for others it was complex and
layered:
[Because of providing their medical care] . . . I'd built up
a rapport with them . .. a friendly basis, even the securiSo that [in] a doctor-patient [relationship]
ty police....
that worked well, but once you stepped outside . . .

where there was violence, they would tell you, "Stand
back, this is another scenario." Jacobs
Discussions
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leagues' relationships with the police were especially
revealing. Either as a true picture of reality or as a distancing device, discussing the relationships of others moved the
focus away from their own actions and possible complicity
in human rights abuses, which allowed them to speak more
freely. The kind of relationship described below by Naude
was probably fairly typical, particularly in rural areas and
small towns.
Naude: But I know of other district surgeons. . . here
before me, they were very good pals with the police.
Whatever the police wanted them to do they did.
Whateverthey wanted them to write they did.... He
would turn a blind eye. He would understandthe frustrationof police when they catch someonewho doesn't
want to talk . .. and maybethey need a doctorto work
with them ...
Q:Whatdo you meanby workingwith them in that sort
of context?
Naude:... [If]they have to sort of use a bit of force ...
well quite a bit of force . . . the districtsurgeonwould
sort of overlookthat . . . work alongwith it.... I don't
agreewith that, but it's neither here nor there if you
don'tworkalongwith them.... He wasn'tthat bad....
Wheredo you drawthe line?
Q: So those sorts of situations ... would you say that
the doctortherehadbecomecomplicit. .. [in]what was
happeningto prisoners?
Naude:Youcan be an activeaccompliceor a passiveone
... maybein a passiveway, not active,you know,andI
wouldn'tjudgethem, you know, I wouldn'tsay that it's
baddoingthat. Whoam I?I'm not the judge,you know.
These comments illustrate the importance of constraints and conditioning-of personal contacts (they were
"very good pals with the police") and empathy (understanding police frustrations, working with them)-in shaping
attitudes and conduct, and reveal how easily doctors came
to operate in accordance with their perceptions of what the
criminal justice system required of them rather than in
accordance with their responsibilities as medical practitionHEALTH AND HUMAN
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ers. They also indicate narrow parameters of concern ("it's
neither here nor there if you don't work along with them")
and the way in which a doctor can recognize bad practices
but still be unwilling to judge, let alone speak out against or
possibly take responsibility for, misconduct.
No matter which path they chose, district surgeons
could find themselves in the invidious position of generating antagonisms. "The district surgeon is always in the middle of it" (Mafenya).In the only submission to the TRC by
a district surgeon, R. Maller, the chief district surgeon of
Durban, stated: "We were recognized as the 'soft belly' and
were thus harassed from all angles: from Pretoria, from
political lawyers, from other medical associations, from the
police. " 13
These comments reveal the constraints district surgeons experienced from a range of sources, particularly, but
not exclusively, from the apartheid state. At the same time,
they may also have perceived constraints where none existed, or exaggerated their lack of options to absolve themselves of responsibility. Negotiating the situation of dual
obligations clearly involved choices and individual agency
that many district surgeons did not always acknowledge, let
alone exploit. Given the range of potentially negative external influences, it seems evident that ethical medical practice and the protection of human rights cannot be left to
individual agency alone.

Uncritical "Cogs" in the Apartheid Machine
District surgeons did not clearly or honestly reflect on
their particular role within the apartheid security system. In
our analysis, we were aware that there was an element of
retrospective construction, involving a positioning of the
self in relation to the past and present. District surgeons
often failed to appreciate the broader context in which they
worked or to relate concerns they may have had to the bigger political picture. Through political naivete, depoliticization, and letting law determine practice, district surgeons
distanced themselves from moral responsibility for the
shortcomings of the system within which they worked;
claimed to be clinically independent in the context of pro122
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found injustice; and argued that problems could be overcome through individual action rather than perceiving them
to be inherent flaws in a system within which individual
action could only achieve so much. All these attitudes
served to facilitate and rationalize participation in apartheid
medicine.

Political Naivete
The following extract provides insight into how one
district surgeon defined his relations with the Department
of Health and the government:
We didn'tregardthe government[stammers]as my, our
employer.We regardedthe Health Departmentas our
employer. They paid our salaries. . . . I know it's
arguable,but as a governmentbelieve me I had no loyalty to them. If [stutter]I were able to get them out of
power I would have done so. . . . The Health
Department-that is a different matter. ...
Governmentscome andgo, the HealthDepartment...
[is]thereto look afterthe health of peopleandit doesn't
matter what the governmentsare. So they've got to
carryon the same way. My Departmentof Health ...
never prescribedhow I should treat patients.... They
did nothingwrongto me.... Louw
This distinction between the Department of Health and
the government is described as extending into the implementation of policy:
Louw:No, we implementednationalpolicy on health,
not the Party'spolicy. Look,the only thing that we had
was a series of Ministers. . . but they didn't interfere
with us. I never saw them or heardof them.
Q: So you saw it as a Departmentof Health being kind
of independentfromthe NationalPartygovernmentand
makingits own policy?...
Louw:Well,the Ministersaid, "Youmust give so much
money for welfare,"andthingslike that. That'sall....
Q:Okay,whataboutthe ... discriminatory
provisionand
those sortsof things-surely that was the Departmentof
Healthimplementinggovernmentpolicy?
HEALTH AND HUMAN
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Louw: Discrimination, how?
Q: Well in terms of financial resources. Much more was
spent on white ...
Louw: We didn't know that.... If a doctor was employed
by the Health Department, he got the same pay as I did,
a black doctor or a coloured doctor. There was no skimping on their salaries or what they could do.

This constructed distinction between the Department
of Health and the state is perhaps best understood as retroand justification vis-a-vis the
spective self-positioning
apartheid state. Claiming ignorance about discriminatory
health provision and asserting that doctors' incomes were
the same regardless of race are displays of either disingenuousness or extraordinary lack of awareness. Evident through
this exchange is the mental and political scaffolding that
this district surgeon has erected to distance himself from
the government and therefore from a sense of moral discomfort. In the process, he tried to persuade himself that he
was only engaged in the neutral and even-handed task of
health care provision and that it was possible to act independently within unjust structures and systems. In essence,
the exchange provides insight into the self-deception that
enabled this apparently reasonable man, who may not have
supported the apartheid regime, to nevertheless spend a lifetime implementing its policies.
A second example of political naivete provides a more
overt illustration of the way in which district surgeons
depoliticized their roles. Breytenbach served on the Joint
Management Centre (JMC) in her area, an institution that,
as part of the National Security Management System, was
central to the apartheid government's "total strategy" doctrine of the 1980s. JMCs were the building blocks of a coordinated security and intelligence-gathering
system. Her
description of the JMC echoes ways in which it was presented by the government as a community-development
initiative:

They had it on every level at that stage, where the various government departments interacted with each other
... for community needs ... deciding on strategies . . . in
124
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the community. But . .. I experienced it as a non-political thing....
We saw it as uplifting the community....

We got the community involved. They had to provide us
with lists of what they needed....

Breytenbach

What is noteworthy here is that even the most politicized undertakings could be seen as a nonpolitical exercise
and, in the case of the JMC, as community-oriented service
delivery.

14

These responses illustrate a general set of attitudes
held by the majority of district surgeons interviewed: that
they managed to combine doing a politically sensitive job
with seeming to do it, or believing they were doing it, in a
political vacuum. Interviewees showed no awareness that
whatever they did in certain situations was political. They
practiced medicine, or public health, as though it were an
objective, technical science, removed from social and political context. These perceptions and practices, which were a
large factor enabling district surgeons to maintain a sense
of their own independence, had a significant impact on how
they understood medical ethics and human rights:
The health sector under apartheid constructed a situation where behaving "ethically" with one's patients was
separated from the imperative to engage with human
rights tenets....

The split effectively rationalized viola-

tions of human rights as "political," well outside the
purview of health professional ethics.'5
Similarly, repeatedly used assertions about the importance of impartiality and neutrality invariably seem to have
been devices used by district surgeons to distance themselves from detainees and prisoners and from actively engaging in their circumstances. Such a stance within a markedly
unequal power dynamic served to bolster the status quo in a
way that was anything but apolitical. Clinical independence
is crucial because it enables medical practitioners to advocate for their patients. Terms such as independence, impartiality, and neutrality must be clearly defined throughout a
doctor's education and training. In the same way that a belief
in scientific objectivity facilitated unethical behavior, so too
did a narrow understanding of the law as justice.
HEALTH AND HUMAN
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Letting Law Determine Practice

The real question, however, begs to be asked: "How was
it ever possible to act legally and ethically at the same time,
given the realities of South Africa?"'16

The laws and regulations governing health care for
detainees and prisoners were not always compatible with
the requirements of medical ethics. Many district surgeons
apparently resolved the tension by adapting their ethical
understanding to fit prevailing laws and regulations, thereby creating the illusion of acting legally and ethically.
Interviews repeatedly and clearly illustrated that the dominant frame of reference for these practitioners was the law,
which trumped any independent or potentially contradictory understanding of ethics and patients' rights.
A common reaction to the law-ethics nexus can be
summed up succinctly:
Certain things I didn't agree with, but it was part of my
work. Botha

I servedthe governmentof the day. That is how I was
broughtup. Claasen
In the following comment, Claasen states that he had
standards that involved adherence to apartheid laws:
I've got certain standardsthat I keep. If there'sa law, I
must abide[byit], whetherI like it or not.... That'sthe
sort of personI am.... It's not a questionof whetherI
agreedwith the law or not....
These approaches to law are those of a civil servant-a
state bureaucrat-rather than of an independent-minded
medical practitioner. In essence, ethics were adapted to the
law rather than having priority over it; the law, ultimately,
is equated with justice. As a result, medical ethics and the
law, both construed in narrow terms as objective and
depoliticized, are separated from human rights and can
serve, often in collaboration, to violate rights.
By distancing themselves from politics and the state,
district surgeons failed, or refused, to see themselves as part
of a wider system of oppression and chose instead to ration126
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alize their roles. This enabled them to excuse themselves
from moral responsibility for the shortcomings of the system within which they worked ("it was the law"), to claim
to be clinically independent in the context of profound
injustice, and to argue that problems could be overcome
through individual action rather than perceiving them as
inherent flaws in a system within which individual action
could only achieve so much. As a result, district surgeons
became "cogs" in a system of repression.

A System Designed for Collusion
In what can again be seen as a strong example of more
general processes facilitating complicity, district surgeons
operated the complaints and safeguardsystem for detainees
that, far from being designed to safeguard their rights, was
designed for collusion with the abuse of these rights. Again,
district surgeons found ways of working within the system
and justifying their role.
Along with providing health care for detainees and prisoners, specific legislation and regulations evolved ostensibly
for these doctors to safeguard the well-being of detainees
through a system of periodic visits as there was no independent access or monitoring of detention. This safeguard
system had critical flaws that facilitated district surgeon
collusion in the abuse of detainees' human rights, thereby
rendering them ineffectual. One such flaw relates to dual
obligations.
District surgeons had little control over the health care
delivered to detainees-access to detainees was limited and
they could ensure neither confidentiality nor adequate
implementation of treatment plans. These circumstances
had a critical impact on doctors' clinical independence. The
following comments from a district surgeon are emblematic:
He [a privatepatient]is my patient. I'm in control of
him. But when he's in a cell he's not my patient.'7

Although part of the state system, district surgeons
were nevertheless subject to obstruction and interference
from state authorities. They operated a safeguard system
perceived to be necessary to legitimize state behavior, but
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that also presented an inconvenience and irritant.
A number of the district surgeons interviewed made
strong claims about independence:
Snyman: Nobody ever interferedwith me, or what I did,
never ever, or prescribedto me, do this or do that....

Q: So there was no kind of interference or even pressure
to do one thing rather than the other?
Snyman: No, never ever. Actually I always felt independent from the whole system. I was just there to
examine the person and that was it. I wasn't part of the
police system.

Others provided interpretations of independence that
were qualified and contradictory. One district surgeon,
when asked whether he enjoyed clinical independence,
answered: "No doubt whatever," and "completely, completely. There were never any times that they obstructed us,
the police" (Louw). But he also talked of there being "no
interference

.

.

. by and large." In contrast,

Van Zyl gave a

categorically negative answer to the question of whether he
enjoyed clinical independence: "not then, and not now"
(interview). Mafenya was likewise unequivocal about the
lack of clinical independence:
I wouldn't say it was clinical independence. No, I always
had to fight back the intervention of security officers ...
orders that went through to hospital and were not done.
Mafenya

It was evident from the interviews that the district surgeons defined interference and the compromising of independence in very different ways. A sense of independence
survived when interference usually took forms other than
direct intervention (someone telling the doctor what to do)
but failed to offer complete freedom of action. Claasen captures the resulting incoherence:
In the situation as a district surgeon I very often felt, "I
know what's best for the patient, I know what is best for
me will it be the best for the authorities?" And that
worried me. That's the only thing that I thought I was128
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n't free. I was independent but I wasn't free.

. .

. You

always have to take into consideration the circumstances in which you are working....

Claasen

Despite claims of independence, district surgeons
detailed how their work with detainees lacked clinical independence.

Access Controlled by Gatekeepers
District surgeons had no absolute right of access to
detainees. Although several claimed that they enjoyed freedom of access and even boasted of their power-"We had
free entrance

to these detainees,

anytime.

. . . I notify

the

commanding officer of the station [that] I want to see him
and he can't refuse" (Claasen)-others were more circumspect. In the following response to a question about freedom
of access, one interviewee moves from categorical certainty,
to an admission of unknowing, and back to a measure of certainty within a handful of sentences:
No doubt whatever, no doubt whatever. That is, yes, we
didn't know if we were enjoying it. It appearedto us that
we were enjoying freedom of access. I would say yes we
were, we were given freedom. Louw
Without information from agents of the state, however,
district surgeons had no knowledge of who was being held
or where they were located. They operated through intermediaries or gatekeepers, on whose goodwill and honesty
they depended, and therefore simply did not know if they
were enjoying freedom of access. In prisons, the gatekeepers
included nurses, medical orderlies, and warders (all prison
employees), whereas the police themselves took on these
roles for those in police custody-and these personnel, along
with their superiors, were the people who controlled access,
rather than the patient or the doctor. Orr stated that she had
"no idea how many people were prevented from seeing" her
(interview). Others confirmed her statement:
They never stopped us from seeing them, but if in fact
the detainee had complained and asked to see a doctor
and they hadn't called us, then we didn't know. Louw
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Restrictions on freedom of access were part of a process
that affected detainees' ongoing medical treatment. The
transfer of a patient by the police, thereby removing the
patient from a doctor's care, for example, also affected
access:
In a hospital situation which you were trained for, you
would find your patient there every day.... Here, you
were looking at a patient and you might come the third
day and find he's been removed to another area and this
was the frustrating part . .. because you'd made contact
with this person. This person might have confidence in
you and then he'd been moved ... to some other hospital and what then happened to him was not really your
responsibility. But I think in a way we felt responsible.
We
So this was the feeling which we didn't like....
thought, "Fine if we are going to look after that person,
let's look after him all the time. Don't take him out of
our area." . . . Jacobs
Jacobs explained how a conscientious doctor had to
tread a thin line between doing too little and doing too
much for a detainee, with the result in the latter case that
the detainee was seen as dangerous/valuable and transferred
(even possibly precipitating ill-treatment). To cut out a conscientious district surgeon, the police only had to transfer a
patient to another area to be seen by a different doctor:
Jacobs: Knowing that if we put pressure on, we exerted
too much pressure on the security police to see detainees
in our area, they were moved out and then we heard
nothing about them.... We discussed it, "Do not harass
the security police too much." . . . We had to think like
they thought. The minute they see you coming to visit a
detainee every second day or every third day or phoning,
they thought that maybe this person has something to
say and he's not telling us, let's move him out to an area
where we can probablyforce it out of him....
Q: So if you were too conscientious you felt that it
would backfire.
Jacobs: Correct, right.
Access to patients was mediated by a third party to the
doctor-patient relationship and therefore susceptible to
130
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agendas other than that of safeguardingthe health and wellbeing of detainees.18
Confidentiality
Medical codes of ethics, such as the Hippocratic oath,
the Declaration of Geneva, and the Oath of Athens, place
confidentiality at the center of the doctor-patient relationship, whether or not that patient is in custody. 19
Nevertheless, regulations governing safeguard procedures
during apartheid required that district surgeons submit evidence of abuse and complaints to the detaining authorities-the very people against whom the complaint was
made. Arguably this was the only way to stop the abuse and
ensure treatment, but it also constituted a breach of medical
confidentiality and created the opportunity for unethical
manipulation of medical information about illness and
injury, rendered detainees vulnerable to reprisals, and,
unsurprisingly, made them reluctant to confide information
or register complaints. The detaining authorities were the
source of the problem and invariably were not seen by the
detainees as providing any solution. Some district surgeons
indicated an appreciation of this dilemma:
The prisonermayhavebeen assaulted,andhe's scaredto
tell you he's been assaultedbecausehe's scaredhe'll be
assaultedagain.Goldstein
He said he fell in the shower.
And I said to him,
"Look,it's now your chance to tell me whether you
were assaultedor not," and he said, "No, I fell," and it
appearedlater that he was assaulted. Now . . . that
patient he thought, "Well,the doctorwas sent here to
find out whetherI am going to talk about the assault."
So I quite agreethat they were scared,they were terrified in some cases that if they do say that they've been
assaultedor torturedit would come down on them once
more. Claasen20

Detainee files, located at the police stations and prisons, contained copies of medical reports. District surgeons
had no knowledge or control over who had access to medical notes. Claasen commented on this situation: "I can't
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say whether that was available to other eyes and to those
who needed to know what was in the file," and "Some information, especially the treatment, was kept at the place of
detention, whether that be a police cell or a prison." The
distinction between treatment-related information, to
which the custodial authorities needed access, and other
data, such as recent/past whereabouts or medical history,
which might well have jeopardized the safety of the
detainee, was crucial.
In instances with potential implications for subsequent
court cases where a district surgeon might be called to testify, some district surgeons apparently did not even keep a
copy of their own medical reports, which in court would
serve to corroborate their testimony: "I kept no notes for
myself. You know, the prisoner has a folder [file]. . . . I'd write
it down, diagnosis . . . [then]I'd give it back to the orderly"
(Eckstein).
Beyond concerns such as uncontrolled access to medical information and whether they themselves kept a copy
of the relevant documentation, district surgeons also
described the elaborate reporting procedures in relation to
detainees that involved copying medical information to a
range of individuals within the state and security apparatus:
I think one went to the Commissionerof Prisoners,one
went to the Inspectorof Detainees who I think was a
magistrateor a judge,one went to the RegionalDirector
of Health, one went to the Station Commanderof the
particularplace, four or five differentplaces. Of course
we kept the original.Goldstein2l
Orr described such reporting procedures as "farcical,"
stating, "How any district surgeon could convince him/herself that this was in the patient's best interest, I don't know"
(interview). Apart from violating doctor-patient confidentiality, the elaborate circulation of information frequently
seemed to lead to no action or to have been adhered to in
theory only. Orr stated that the reporting procedures for
Section 29 detainees-held under the Internal Security Act
(1982), which allowed for indefinite detention for the purpose of interrogation-"existed, but made no difference,"
while those for State of Emergency detainees "barely exist132
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ed." Jacobs experience with reporting torture to the
Department of Health was such that he claimed to have
boycotted the system:
We found it got nowhere....
of paper work....

it just got lost in the mass

It was extremely frustrating....

We

knew nothingwas goingto happento it, so we sat on it.
Jacobs

A further factor that influenced the positioning of the
district surgeon was that the opening up of the doctorpatient relationship within detention and the safeguardsystem was accompanied by the closing off of that system from
the outside world. Information given by a detainee to a district surgeon was inaccessible to family members and others outside the state apparatus. District surgeons were subject to security clearance and "sworn to silence" in a deliberate attempt to restrict the dangers of adverse publicityand in a way that bound them even closer professionally,
politically, and in societal perceptions to the interests of the
state.22 Morally troubled medical practitioners were therefore confronted with the stark fact that actions that stood
any chance of safeguardingdetainees-approaching lawyers,
the courts, the press-endangered their jobs. Only one district surgeon, Orr, chose to take such action, and she paid a
high price, at least in the short term, for her stand.23
Perhaps unsurprisingly in this context, doctors did
not proactively disclose information in the one circumstance in which they should have: to prevent harm to
their detainee-patients.24 Whistle-blowing was also
unheard of:
The minuteyou spokeout againstthe state ... you were
actuallybiting the handthat was feedingyou. This was
your pay-master. .

.

. This is the impression you got,

"Towthe line, if you see anythinguntoward,look the
otherway."Jacobs

A closed system, the exchange of information that
blurred distinctions between protectors and perpetrators,
the absence of detainee trust in the system and its operators,
and the lack of positive action (all related to dual obligaHEALTH AND HUMAN
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tions) meant that reporting procedures-crucial for a safeguard system to succeed-were designed for collusion.
Lack of Control of Implementation of Treatment
The problem in relation to treatment was that district
surgeons had no control over the context of their patient's
treatment and over conditions of detention and release.
With reference to treatment, again claims to independence
and authority were carefully framed or qualified: "I had no
cause to think treatment was not carried out" (Pienaar).
"Yes, to our knowledge [treatment orders were carried out].
I don't know what happened behind our backs but, to our
knowledge, yes" (Louw). And "whether the orders were followed or not you don't know. . . . I think a lot of doctors'
orders weren't followed" (Breytenbach).
District surgeons were known to have been misinformed about the medical condition of detainee-patients
and their instructions for treatment were overruled,
ignored, delayed, or selectively implemented. The dilemma
of lacking control, operating through intermediaries and
within a context of not knowing therefore also applied to
the implementation of treatment, as did concerns about
access and confidentiality. Indeed, according to Mafenya:
"Ninety percent of instructions were not implemented."
Despite such shortcomings, district surgeons continued to
participate in the charade of appearing to provide care and
safeguard against torture and ill-treatment. Several, in fact,
claimed that the quality of medical care provided to those in
custody had been good and even remarked that
detainees/prisoners were "over-doctored"(Naude).
District surgeons detailed innumerable ways in which
treatment, and therefore clinical independence, was interfered with. The comments below identify some of the specific forms of interference:
*

*
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Avenues of treatment, particularly outside referrals,
were questioned, obstructed, and overruled: "not resistance ... resentment, possibly ... certainly passive hostility." Louw
Certain referral hospitals were not used-"because
there were too many sympathisers" there (Louw)-and
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others preferred:"If you sent them to a public hospital
. . .you'd get a lot of sympathetic doctors.... It was
preferable in any case to refer to selected private specialists at private hospitals, who'd know exactly what
to do .. . send them straight back." Goldstein
The requirement of nonmedical sanction for medical
decisions: "It's difficult for a doctor to go to ask somebody else, it's a nonmedical person, whether I want to
send this person to this and this: When can I do it? How
can I do it?" Claasen
Most district surgeons could identify flaws in the safeguard system without concluding that the system itself was
fundamentally flawed. Similarly, admissions of interference, a lack of control, and powerlessness did not lead them
to acknowledge that they were not independent or that
individual action was not enough. Although interviewees
did have insight into many of the problems they faced, they
lost sight of the big picture-that they were working within
a political regime that supported a system of detention and
torture-and therefore of their complicity in and responsibility for human rights abuses. A lack of reflection and
engagement again reduced district surgeons to merely
"cogs" in a wider political and state machinery. Deeper
acknowledgment, when it did occur, came only reluctantly
and after persistent questioning:
Q: Can I just come back to the issue of not knowing.
Unless you took positiveaction,wouldyou agreethat in
several key issues-access to detainees and treatment
implementation-you werein a contextof not knowing.
Youdidn'tactuallyknow who was detained,wherethey
were detained and all kinds of things. So you were
dependenton the securitypolice, their goodwill . ..
Louw: Yes.

Q: ... So surely that must compromiseclinical independence?
Louw:If [pause]that is compromise,yes I suppose so.
But there is no way in the world to undo that if you
don'tknow aboutit?
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The apartheid safeguardsystem for detainees is a useful
study of dual obligations. District surgeons were placed in
the invidious position of operating a safeguard system that
was not intended to safeguard, yet they took on this compromised work and found ways of justifying their actions.

Conclusion
Dual obligations is a complex phenomenon that needs
to be understood so that it can be effectively addressed. The
research presented here on the experiences of district surgeons in South Africa highlights certain themes about dual
obligations:
*

*

*

It is a position that encompasses constraints and choices,
with conduct influenced both by self-perceptionsand the
perceptions and/or expectations of others (the state, communities, etc.).
It is a condition exacerbatedby a lack of personal reflection, political naivete, a bureaucratic mind-set where
laws trump ethics, and a failure to engage with the social
and political context of medicine.
Work-relateddifficulties increase for doctors when they
are deliberatelyplaced within systems designed to facilitate collusion in human rights abuse. Medical supervision of the complaints and safeguardsystem for detainees
was designed to legitimize the action of the state at minimum political cost. As a Turkish prison doctor once
noted: "The state wants us to wash their hands."25

These issues are not unique to apartheid South Africa,
though their particular manifestations are context specific.
Further research into dual obligations might examine how
these issues manifest themselves in other contexts and how
medical practitioners function within similar situations and
respond to the challenges they pose. In situations of dual
obligations, doctors can prepare themselves and find support from a combination of educational measures and active
institutional backing by, for example, medical associations,
which could offer encouragement to doctors who challenge
situations in which siding with the state or another third
136
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party could be the easy, "natural" thing to do. District surgeons reported feeling that they were facing the problem of
dual obligations alone. They felt isolated, that they lacked
support, both professionally and institutionally, within the
medical community:
I can'tsay they [themedicalprofession,peers]supported
us because who supportsyou? You're on your own.
Louw

Wehadno support... no supportat all.... Wewerebasically on our own .... There was no infrastructureto
assist us. Jacobs
In such a context, compounded by a hostile custodial
environment, it is not surprising that district surgeons
looked to one another and to agents of the state, whose
ethos and culture often became their own, to form personal,
professional, and political bonds. The medical profession
and its institutions in South Africa must therefore assume
responsibility for the medical misconduct that occurred
during apartheid. When Orr spoke out against abuse, she
was not supported by professional medical organizations
and institutions.26 Not surprisingly, no other district surgeons followed her example. Clearly, institutions must be
proactive in supporting whistle blowers, setting standardsof
good practice, and investigating and responding to allegations of misconduct and abuse.27
District surgeons' lack of understanding of dual obligations and of independence hampered their abilities to recognize that their working environment was problematic or to
confront its tensions. As a result, they did not feel compromised by the system within which they operated, or they
were able to rationalize away any difficulties. Education and
training that focused on the responsibility of all doctors to
preserve and protect patients' rights may have helped district
surgeons to recognize situations of dual obligations and to
devise strategies for dealing with the challenges they faced.
Medical education should challenge concepts of medicine as an objective and neutral science, and of law as justice-attitudes that enabled many doctors to practice mediHEALTHAND HUMAN RIGHTS
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cine as if it were divorced from social and political context.
Under apartheid, the construct of medicine and the doctor
as impartial and neutral often served to bolster the status
quo, whereas allegiance to the patient would have challenged it. Interviews with district surgeons revealed their
focus on tightly drawn moral and ethical concerns and
responsibilities and on minimizing responsibility in order to
minimize blame. Tensions within the doctor-patient relationship and between this relationship and public health
considerations and sociopolitical causation and context
need to be acknowledged and explored. How can this be
done?
A narrow ethical approach at best addressed symptoms
rather than causes and skirted the most fundamental health
care challenges under apartheid. Ultimately the best treatment for most detention-related medical conditions was
release; many health issues in apartheid South Africa could
only be addressedby the removal of apartheid.Medical practitioners need to be able to see themselves as part of the bigger picture and underlying structures of power-to do this
they need to expand their ethical horizons. Rubenstein has
arguedthat there is a need for a new medical ethic that looks
beyond the individual doctor-patient relationship and goes
beyond the avoidance of participation in human rights abuses to the affirmative obligation to promote human rights.28
The value of human rights within medical education is both
that it protects the vulnerable individual and serves to
expand the horizons of medical ethics, contextualizing medicine and ethics within a broader political framework and
processes that challenge injustice.
Dual obligations is not a problem that can be eradicated. Baldwin-Ragaven et al. write:
It is somewhatalarmingto think that forcesgiving rise
to dualloyaltiespersist,andmay actuallybe increasing.
Giventhe pressureson the countryto achievesafetyand
it seems
securityin the contextof social transformation,
likely that health professionalswill continueto be subject to contradictions that mitigate against ethical
behaviourin relationto all patientsin custody.29
State-employed doctors are a fact of life, and some of
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their patients will be vulnerable and marginalized. In contemporary South Africa, dual obligations exist not only for
state doctors facing such challenges as acute resource shortages, but also for health professionals working for diverse
employers and in a range of situations, such as those who
work for health insurance companies and private industry.
Concerns span civil, political, economic, and social rights
and present crucial challenges for a country dealing with
dilemmas such as poverty and HIV/AIDS. Therefore, those
who work amid dual obligations must have an understanding of their roles and responsibilities and the tools to devise
strategies that enable them to attend to the best interests of
their patients.
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